FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

From Saving Lives to Saving the Environment

Before its transformation into a perfect marine research facility for Rutgers University, it was the beautiful but dilapidated abandoned building at the very end of “Seven Bridges Road.” In this location, where the salt marsh meets Little Egg Harbor and Great bays, the structure was more likely seen by boat than by land.

It had been U.S. Coast Guard Station No. 119, from which Guardsmen would conduct rescue and other operations in the waters at the southern end of Barnegat Bay and Long Beach Island. This remote site offered easy access to the bay and ocean through the ever-changing, shoaling Little Egg Inlet and Beach Haven Inlet. The station was established after a previous structure — on the now-lost Tucker’s Island succumbed to coastal erosion and storms. (That original Tucker’s Island station had been built for the U.S. Lifesaving Service, the precursor to today’s Coast Guard.)

Station 119, a solid, sturdy “Roosevelt-style” structure, built in the 1930s, had survived many violent storms, including the 1944 hurricane and the 1962 northeaster, but by the 1960s vandalism and fires had also taken a toll on this relic of American coastal history.

It stands today looking much the same but serving a different purpose: marine and estuarine research. Still remote and sometimes (during extreme tides) almost inaccessible to its scientists and students, it has evolved from saving human lives to saving the coastal environment life depends upon.

A new book, Station 119, by Ken Able, the director of the Rutgers University Marine Field Station (RUMFS) explores this past, the research, and the scientists who have worked here. The journey of the physical Station 119 and it modern metamorphosis is carefully chronicled with anecdotes, historical accounts, and illustrations. Published by Down The Shore Publishing, the many maps, charts, scientific diagrams, historic photos of the station itself and of the early researchers at work in the creeks and bay add texture to the historical narrative.
The station is situated in the Jacques Cousteau National Estuarine Research Reserve – a remarkable location where fresh water rivers from the Pinelands, and brackish water tidal creeks, and waters of the Atlantic Ocean mix at the edge of pristine salt marsh. (Realizing that this is in New Jersey is even more remarkable.) This is an ideal location for an amazing science laboratory and RUMFS is home to studies measuring microscopic marine life (over a million samples have been carefully analyzed in the last quarter century) to deep-sea remotely-controlled submersibles.

The new book also documents some of the earliest estuarine research in this area, including some of the first scientific studies of New Jersey’s oysters – once a thriving, booming resource for the local economy. One of the first research labs was actually a flat-bottomed houseboat, the Cynthia, designed and used in the early 20th century by Rutgers scientists Julius and Thurlow Nelson.

Research at the field station remains fascinating and more valuable than ever. Modern techniques continue to involve time-consuming netting and hand-sampling, but also the high-tech, such as tracking fishes in their migration and behaviors with GPS tags.

Author Ken Able is uniquely qualified to write this history. He is a Distinguished Professor in the Department of Marine and Coastal Sciences, and is Director of the Marine Field Station at Rutgers University. His diverse interests include estuarine ecosystems with a focus on life history and the ecology of fishes with an emphasis on habitat quality. The history, both natural and human, at field stations -- and their role in the progress of science -- continues to intrigue the author.

An Introduction to the book, with insights about coastal rescue stations, is provided by Timothy R. Dring, the President of the U.S. Lifesaving Service Heritage Association and a retired Commander in the U.S. Naval Reserve. A Foreword, focusing on marine biology and Rutgers historic role, is penned by well-known estuarine ecologist and environmental historian Kent Mountford, PhD.

The softcover book is published by regional shore publisher, Down The Shore Publishing, and is available ($16.95) at local booksellers, gift shops, all online book retailers, and direct from the publisher (down-the-shore.com).
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